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Foreword

It is an honour to play such an important role as the 
Chair of the York and North Yorkshire Road Safety 
Partnership Strategy Group.  On behalf of the 
Partnership, I would like to introduce the new Safer 
Roads Strategy which sets out our collective 
understanding of who is at most risk on our roads and 
how we will work together to reduce the number of 
those who are killed or seriously injured as well as 
improve the overall safety of all road users in York and 
North Yorkshire.

While it is good news that over recent years we have 
seen a reduction in the number of those who are killed 
or seriously injured on our roads, we know these 
collisions can have a devastating impact.  It is for this 
reason that we are committed to working towards 
Vision Zero, with the aim of continuously reducing the 
risk of death or serious harm and to enhancing the 
safety of all road users in York and North Yorkshire. 

Our focus over the next five years is to work in 
partnership, gathering our resources and expertise to 
deliver a co-ordinated, evidenced-led approach which 
consistently improves the safety of our roads, reduces 
casualties and improves the health and wellbeing of all 
road users.  We will continue to work with local 
communities and our wider partners to deliver Safer 
Roads across York and North Yorkshire.

The York and North Yorkshire Road
Safety Partnership Strategy Group Chair:

Jonathan Foster,
Interim Chief Fire Officer -
North Yorkshire Fire & Rescue Service

Introduction 

Roads are essential to our everyday lives, for 
business and leisure. Our roads are busier than they 
have ever been so, with over 6,000 miles of roads 
across our City and County, road safety has never 
been more important.  

Road collisions can have a devastating impact on all 
those involved, as well as having a significant 
economic cost. York and North Yorkshire have a good 
record of reducing the number of serious and fatal 
casualties over the last 20 years.  The rate of killed 
and seriously injured (KSI) casualties on North 
Yorkshire's roads has fallen by 26% during the last five 
years (2015-2019) versus an upward national trend. 
The number of fatalities has however continued to be 
high during this time. 

Pedestrians, pedal cyclists, and motorcyclists remain 
the most vulnerable road users and account for 
disproportionately high numbers of casualties across 
the City and County, which reflects the national 
picture.  Overall, of all the vulnerable groups 
motorcyclists had the highest number of those who 
were killed or seriously injured in road collisions in 
2019. 

We realise that we have a challenge ahead of us, one 
that is not the sole responsibility of any single agency 
to address. That is why we are collectively 
determined to work as the York and North Yorkshire 
Road Safety Partnership, bringing together the key 
agencies responsible for keeping our road users safe, 
healthy, and active as they travel across our City and 
County. 

The partnership includes North Yorkshire Police, 
North Yorkshire Fire and Rescue Service, Yorkshire 
Ambulance Service, City of York Council, North 
Yorkshire County Council, National Highways, and the 
Office of the North Yorkshire Police, Fire and Crime 
Commissioner.

As a partnership we are committed to working 
together, to continue to sharing resources and 
expertise to provide a co-ordinated, evidenced-led 
approach to prevent deaths and injuries on our roads. 
The casualty reduction we have seen in recent years 
is welcome but there is progress to be made if we 
want our road users to travel safely without the risk 
of injury or harm. 

Road Safety has a much wider impact than preventing 
injury. Improving road safety and the confidence of 
road users (including pedestrians) can also have 
significant benefits for active travel, improving wider 
physical and mental wellbeing, as well as improving 
community cohesion and environmental aspects. The 
provision of a safe environment for active travel 
modes for trips to school and work is even more 
important as the local authorities strive to deliver 
their commitments to zero carbon emissions. 

As a partnership, we will deliver a range of joint 
strategic interventions driven by the 4E's of 
Education, Engagement, Engineering and 
Enforcement, to tackle high-risk priority areas and 
improve the safety of those most vulnerable road 
users. By embracing the globally recognised 'Safe 
System' approach  to road safety improvement and to ¹
road safety management systems, we will build 
towards our long-term Vision Zero ambition, where 
less people will be killed or seriously injured on our 
roads.

This five-year Safer Roads Strategy is a step towards 
our long-term vision of keeping all York and North 
Yorkshire roads users alive and safe.  Supporting this 
strategy is an Action Plan that details the activities of 
the partnership and how they will deliver against the 
strategic priorities over the coming years.

¹Organisa�on of economic co-opera�on and Development (OECD) 
& Interna�onal Transport Forum: Towards Zero: Ambi�ous Road 
Safety Targets and the safe system approach
ISBN 978-92-821-0195-7 OECD/ITF, 2008

Vision Zero

North YorkshireNorth Yorkshire
Police, Fire � CrimePolice, Fire � Crime
CommissionerCommissioner

North Yorkshire
Police, Fire � Crime
Commissioner

Working to keep your community safe

SHK IRR EO  PY OH LT ICR
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Ÿ Improve safety for children travelling to and from school;

Ÿ Introduce 20mph limits in priority areas as part of a safe 
system approach to road safety, and;

Ÿ Coordinate action to prevent traffic injury and improve health. 

²Reported road casual�es in Great Britain: 2019 annual report,  Reported road casual�es in Great Britain: 2019 annual report (publishing.service.gov.uk)
³Road accident costs Great Britain 2010-2018 | Sta�sta The costs are based on es�mated real costs for lost output, medical and ambulance, police, 
insurance and admin and damage to property. 
⁴Public Health England, 2014. Reducing uninten�onal injuries on the roads among children and young people aged under 25 years, Reducing 
uninten�onal injuries on the roads among children and young people (publishing.service.gov.uk)

⁵Speeding offence detec�on and disposal in England and Wales 2019 – 2020, Speeding_offences_analysis_2019-20.pdf (racfounda�on.org)

Current situation  

National Context

Great Britain now has one of the best road safety 
records in the world - but five people still die on 
Britain's roads every day. 

In 2019, 153,158 people were injured in reported 
Britain's road traffic collisions, down 5% on 2018 and 
31% on 2009, and 1,752 people were killed, down 2% 
on 2018 and 21% on 2009.  ²

The majority of fatalities (57%)
occurred on rural roads, 

whereas the majority of injuries (63%) 
occurred on urban roads.

Motorcyclists, cyclists and pedestrians are still the most 
at-risk road user groups with the highest fatality and 
casualty rates. While the number of young people killed 
or seriously injured has continued to decrease since 
2011, the number of people killed aged 60 and over has 
increased by 9%. 

Road traffic collisions can have devastating personal 
effects, but also have significant economic costs from 
the response and care required to help people cope 
and recover. In 2019, each fatality represents on 
average over £2.1 million in costs to services and the 
economy, which could have been avoided had the 
collision been prevented.³

In addition, road casualty reduction is part of the public 
health agenda. In 2014, Public Health England 
published a key piece of guidance on reducing 
unintentional injuries on the road in children and young 
people under 25 years  which recommends three main ⁴
actions in relation to road safety:

20

Speeding offences made up 85% of total motoring 
related offences  in England and Wales in 2019, an ⁵
8% increase on 2018 and 25% over the last five 
years.

Although 2020 should be treated as an exceptional 
year, and despite confirming an expected fall in the 
number of road deaths in view of travel restriction 
measures in place for much of the year to tackle 
coronavirus, new figures show the overall fatality 
rate actually increased during the first half of 2020.

However, the decade-long stagnation in reducing 
road deaths has urged the government to move 
towards an integrated approach to road safety, 
where road deaths and casualties are the result of 
multiple contributing factors. The effect of this 
approach would be to look at the transport system 
as a whole to raise standards and improve 
partnership coordination, so that preventable road 
deaths and injuries are reduced to an absolute 
minimum.

Local Context 

Covering over 3,200 square miles, York and North 
Yorkshire has approximately 6,000 miles of busy rural 
and urban roads. The Yorkshire and Humber region 
has witnessed a 12.5% increase in traffic across the 
entire road network since 2010, resulting in a greater 
diversity of road users and approximately 1 million 
additional miles being travelled each year in North 
Yorkshire. 

International cycling events have encouraged a rise in 
cyclists. Increased online shopping and home 
deliveries have resulted in a rise in commercial 
vehicles traffic. The move to more dual fuel and 
electric vehicles has added a new dimension to the 
type of vehicles using our roads.

The York and North Yorkshire Road Safety Partnership 
has a good record of reducing the number of people 
killed or seriously injured on these roads with 26% 
fewer KSI collisions in 2019 compared to 2015. This is 
in stark contrast to an upward national trend (Figure 
1). Safety Camera Vehicles, for example have 
contributed to a 24% decline in fatalities at KSI 
hotspots since 2016.

Between 2015 and 2019, on average 2,458 people 
were injured on the York and North Yorkshire roads 
each year (Figure 2), with an average of 417 serious 
injuries and 38 fatalities per year. Our focus is on 
preventing and therefore reducing the casualties that 
cause most harm i.e., the number of fatalities and 
serious injuries.  

In 2020, the number of KSIs across our county was 
lower than in 2019 but fatalities remained at a similar 
level despite the reduction in traffic flow due to 
COVID-19. 2020 should be treated as an outlier year 
due to the pandemic and will therefore not affect our 
analysis. 

Analysis of casualty and collision data enables us to 
identify who is at greater risk of being seriously 
injured or killed, where the most serious incidents are 
likely to occur, when they happen and why. 

Figure 1: York and North Yorkshire KSI casualties vs Great Britain 

Figure 2: York and North Yorkshire average annual number of 
casual�es by severity (2015-2019)
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https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/922717/reported-road-casualties-annual-report-2019.pdf
https://www.statista.com/statistics/1002686/road-accident-and-casualty-costs-great-britain/
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/695781/Reducing_unintentional_injuries_on_the_roads_among_children_and_young_people_.pdf
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WHO? 

There has been a downward trend in the number of 
KSIs across all road user types over the last five years, 
with the exception of a small increase in pedal cyclist 
KSIs in 2019. 

WHERE? 

Most of our KSI collisions take place on our 
rural roads, predominantly on 60mph roads 
(57%), followed by 30mph roads (28%). 

Looking across the City of York and the seven 
districts in the county of North Yorkshire, 
each will have its own road safety priorities 
reflected in our Action Plan e.g. motorcycles 
account for a higher proportion of KSI 
incidents in Craven and Ryedale than in other 
districts, whereas pedal cyclists account for a 
far higher proportion of KSIs in York. The 
Action Plan will be subject to regular review, 
including engaging with key stakeholders, at a 
local level by the individual Partners to ensure 
that priorities continue to be appropriate.

The Officer Working Group will conduct in 
depth analysis of City and District data to 
identify incident hotspots, any patterns in 
collision locations and road user types most 
at risk to best target our Road Safety 
Partnership prevention activities and 
interventions. 

WHEN? 

Most KSI collisions take place in the day 
between 12pm and 4pm, with the number of 
KSIs highest on Fridays and during the 
Summer months of July and August.

WHY?

Driver behaviour is most often responsible for 
collisions with six in ten KSI collisions citing 
driver/rider error and/or reaction as the main 
contributory factors. 

33% of KSI collisions occur on wet roads, and 
brake and tyre conditions can be contributory 
factors as well as driver behaviour. 1 in 4 cars 
are used with tyres which do not meet 
minimum legal requirements.

Excessive or inappropriate speed can be a 
factor in collisions, in particular, its impact on 
severity of any injuries sustained. 85,016 
speeding offences were recorded in our 
county over 2019, a 103% increase on 2018. 

Priority groups

Further analysis of KSI casualty data and road 
users has identified a number of priority groups 
which is where we will focus our partnership 
activity. 

Vulnerable road users 

Pedal cyclists, motorcyclists and pedestrians are 
disproportionately represented in our road 
casualty statistics. We know that the fatality rate 
compared to other road user groups is 
disproportionately high amongst these groups.

Between 2015 and 2019, vulnerable road users 
accounted for 51% of those killed or seriously 
injured across our county's roads. 

Ÿ Motorcyclists account for around 26% of KSI 
casualties but only form around 7% of the 
traffic on our roads.

Ÿ Pedal cyclists account for a high and increasing 
proportion of all KSIs over the last five years 
(14%), 17% in 2019. 

Ÿ Pedestrians account for 11% of all KSIs. Half of 
all under 16-year-old KSIs were pedestrians.  

Older road users

50 - 74 year olds account for a growing proportion 
of our county's KSIs, up from 26% in 2015 to 36% 
in 2019.  

Children and young people 

Under 25's form around a quarter (23%) of KSIs. 
Whilst there has been a year-on-year reduction in 
KSIs among young people (aged 16-25), KSIs 
among children aged under 16 remain static. 

Business users

Those who drive for work or commute make up 
two fifths of KSI casualties in our county (40% of 
KSIs in 2019). 

Men

It is of note that 70% of all fatalities and serious 
injuries are male.
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Killed and Seriously Injured Casualties
in York and North Yorkshire

On average, 455 people
are killed or seriously injured on 

our county's roads annually455 

1 in every 10 KSI casualties is a fatality

1 in 10 KSI casualties is a pedestrian,

            2 in 10 is a passenger and

                    7 in 10 is a driver 

7 in 10 KSI collisions 
are on dry roads

3 KSI casual�es in every 10 are on 
urban roads, 7 in 10 are on rural roads

Speed Limit
2% of KSI collisions are in a 20mph limit

28% of KSI collisions are in a 30mph limit

5% of KSI collisions are in a 40mph limit

1% of KSI collisions are in a 50mph limit

57% of KSI collisions are in a 60mph limit

7% of KSI collisions are in a 70mph limit

85,016 speeding 
offences 
recorded in 2019

2 in 10 KSI 
casualties is a 
young person 
aged under 25

7 in 10 KSI casualties are male

Driver error or reaction contributes 
to 6 in 10 KSI casualties

490 fixed penalty notices were 
issued to drivers using 
handheld mobile phone or 
device while driving (2019)

85k

30

60

26%

1 in every 20 KSI casual�es is an occupant of 
another vehicle e.g. goods vehicle, bus or coach

2 in every 20 KSI casual�es is a pedestrian

3 in every 20 KSI casual�es are pedal cyclists

5 in every 20 KSI casual�es are powered two wheeler 
riders or passengers

Motorcycles formed 7% 
of traffic but account for 

26% of KSI casualties

38

417

 Fatalities

 Serious injuries

9 in every 20 KSI casual�es are car occupants

Data based on 5 year average from 2015-19, Dept for Transport.

Pedal cyclists 
account for 14% 
of KSI casualties, 
increasing over 

time

Our Vision 

Towards Vision Zero 

York and North Yorkshire Road Safety Partnership is committed 
to reducing the number of those who are killed or seriously 
injured on our roads while keeping everyone safe.  

Nearly all road deaths and injuries are preventable. Our 
strategy will be guided by the long-term Vision Zero, to 
eliminate all traffic fatalities and severe injuries, while 
increasing safe, healthy, equitable mobility for all and embody 
the 'Safe System' approach.  We will work together to make 
our roads a safer environment for everyone, whilst reducing 
casualties year on year.  To achieve this, we need to share the 
responsibility to provide a safe environment in which people 
can move around and help road users to behave with due care 
and respect towards themselves and others.

Local strategic documents such as Force Management statement (FMS), Strategic Threat and Risk Assessment (STRA)
 Department of Transport, The road safety statement 2019: a life�me of road safety (publishing.service.gov.uk); 
Department of Transport, Strategic Framework for Road Safety (publishing.service.gov.uk); HMICFRS, –Roads policing: 
Not op�onal  An inspec�on of roads policing in England and Wales (jus�ceinspectorates.gov.uk)

Safer
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crash
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vehicles

Safer
roads

Education Engagement

Enforcement Engineering

Towards
Vision
Zero

nce ed -i bv ae s ed de  t  ra en si pd or no- so e

C

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/817695/road-safety-statement-2019.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/817695/road-safety-statement-2019.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/8146/strategicframework.pdf
https://www.justiceinspectorates.gov.uk/hmicfrs/wp-content/uploads/roads-policing-not-optional-an-inspection-of-roads-policing-in-england-and-wales.pdf
https://www.justiceinspectorates.gov.uk/hmicfrs/wp-content/uploads/roads-policing-not-optional-an-inspection-of-roads-policing-in-england-and-wales.pdf
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1.  Safer Road Users 

Our outcomes:

! More confident road users who understand and 
recognise risks, especially the fatal five and know 
the highway code and how to safely use roads and 
stay safer.

! Improved targeted, coordinated and evidence-
based delivery of road safety awareness campaigns 
which reach out to York and North Yorkshire Road 
users and encourages positive and safe behaviours.

! Skilled road users who choose to use an 
appropriate mode of travel, act safely and within 
the law and seek to improve road experiences for 
themselves and others.

! Delivery of road safety enforcement and 
perception of safety are improved which reduce 
the fatal five behaviour.

Target user groups:

Young road users: first steps to greater safety

Road safety skills are vital for young people of all ages, 
both for their own wellbeing and for that of others. 
What we learn, what we are exposed to and how we 
behave at a young age can remain with us all our 
lives. 

Young adults: dealing with growing independence

Once children reach young adulthood with greater 
mobility and freedom, their exposure to risk, 
alongside under-developed awareness of danger and 
consequence leads to a higher likelihood of acting on 
impulse and peer pressure. The early years behind the 
wheel are the most risky, and too many young drivers 
and passengers are overrepresented in collision and 
casualty statistics.

Adults: staying within the law

Adults need to put all the "road safe" learning from 
younger years into practice staying legal and safe on 
the road. Continued learning to improve skills and to 
create positive role models to other easily influenced 
road users is essential. 

Third-age adults

Older road users' knowledge, experience and skills 
can deteriorate with age, reduced on road activity and 
declining cognitive and physical capability. As the UK's 
population ages, it is crucial that older people can 
maintain the skills and confidence required to remain 
safe and effective drivers.

FATAL

5These will focus the partnership on prevention and 
early intervention activities, increasing effective road 
safety education and engagement activities, working 
with others to ensure the road infrastructure is fit for 
purpose and that signage is clear and visible, and 
where necessary targeting enforcement to deter or 
disrupt both inappropriate driver behaviour and the 
criminal use of the road network.

Road users who commit one of the  offences fatal five
are far more likely to be involved in a fatal collision 
than those who do not.  Data analysis shows that six 
in ten collisions identified driver error/reaction as a 
contributory factor.  The partnership will focus activity 
within these priority areas to address the  fatal five
aspects that dominate road traffic collisions which 
include: 

! Inappropriate or excessive speed

! Not wearing a seat belt

! Driver distractions (including using mobile devices 
such as phones, 'sat navs' and tablets)

! Driving under the influence of alcohol or drugs

! Careless and inconsiderate driving.

Most importantly, we will always work in a co-
ordinated and evidence-based way, being led both by 
our data analysis and by community concerns, while 
ensuring we maximise local and national best 
practice, experience and expertise.

Our Strategic Priorities are based on our knowledge of 
the issues we face, as set out in our local context 
section above. The Partnership will set a yearly Action 
Plan across the priority areas of action that address 
the fatal five and deliver against our strategic 
outcomes.

SLOW
DOWN

Strategic Priorities in York and 
North Yorkshire

The Partnership has brought together local  and ⁶
national  strategic documents and analysis of collision ⁷
data and road user risk to inform this Strategy and 
develop solutions that best suit the needs of our 
community.

By 2026, we aim to reduce the number of those who 
are killed or seriously injured and improve the safety 
for all road users in York and North Yorkshire by 
working towards our long-term goal of Vision Zero.

The partnership has agreed to the principles of the 
Safe System approach and will shape a strategic 
outcomes framework around its four pillars:  

1. Safer Road Users  

2. Safer Vehicles  

3. Safer Roads  

4. Post-Crash Response 

These strategic outcomes will help us to deliver our 
vision by 2026, and address the key challenges 
identified by our analysis.  

To achieve these outcomes, the partnership has 
identified four priority areas of action: 

1. Education

2. Engagement

3. Engineering

4. Enforcement

12
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3.  Safer Roads 

Our outcomes:

! Road engineering and signage that is appropriate to 
the road type and which reduces the risk of harm, 
assists road users to be confident on the roads and 
helps them to understand the risks.

! Reduction in traffic speed within the 20mph speed 
limit areas. 

! Reduction in criminal and anti-social use of York 
and North Yorkshire road network in partnership 
with bordering agencies.

! Improved information sharing with one partnership 
data repository to gather and analyse road safety 
data which directs activities in high-risk hotspot 
locations and is used to respond to road safety 
complaints and concerns.

! Coordinated and engaged Community Speed Watch 
Schemes and members who feel part of the wider 
Safer Roads Partnership delivery.

! Planning, designing and delivery of walking and 
cycling infrastructure is improved which assists in 
making active travel safer and more attractive.

! Identifying and addressing collision cluster sites, 
where funding is available, to reduce the 
recurrence of collisions at these locations. 

Target road types:

Rural Roads

A high number of fatalities on our roads occur on rural 
roads, particularly among young car drivers and 
passengers aged 16-24 years.

The Strategic Road Network

England's Strategic Road Network (SRN) such as A1, 
A19, and A64 in York and North Yorkshire has some of 
the safest of all roads in the UK, but there is still the 
need to continue to improve safety on them through 
the introduction of physical improvements.  Driver 
behaviour changes will be addressed through 
campaigns and engagement work under Safer Road 
Users and Safer Vehicles. 

Urban areas and the environment

Inappropriate speed is an important factor in some 
collisions and influences the severity of injuries  
sustained in collisions. There is a public concern about 
the effects of speed and safety and by addressing 
collision cluster sites, the risk of further collisions is 
reduced.

4.  Post-Crash Response 

Our outcomes:

! Enhanced coordinated partnership activity that 
reduces the number of those killed and seriously 
injured on the roads of York and North Yorkshire, 
keeping communities safe as they travel across our 
road network.

! Ensure that all districts offer equally high 
standards of rescue, hospital care and long-term 
rehabilitation following a serious road collision.

! Understanding the causes of serious collisions to 
prevent or reduce their reoccurrence. 

! Ensuring that when there is a serious collision the 
response from emergency services ensures that 
the risk of further collisions is minimised.

Targeted Response:

Victims 

Those who have been affected by road collisions, the 
injuries or fatalities that have resulted from these, 
shows the often devastating and sometimes long-
term impact it has on the victim and their families.

Community

Local communities or specific road user groups are 
impacted by any KSI collisions and often feel the need 
to take action to make a positive change.

Vulnerable Groups 

Initial analysis shows Motorcycles formed 7% of traffic 
but account for 26% of KSI casualties over the past 5 
years.  

Effective targeted action with enforcement and 
support of road safety in area such as Craven, where 
there were high numbers of motorcycle collisions with 
a proactive and highly visible approach by the 
partnership resulted in a decrease in the number of 
incidents. Biker down training would be helpful to 
ensuring motorcyclists have the skills that enable 
them to manage injuries in the event of a collision 
while waiting for emergency services.

Safer Motorcycles

Ensuring that motorcyclists are equipped with the 
specialist skills necessary in order to stay safe on the 
road, understanding the risks, increasing protection and 
improving behaviour.

Pedestrians, agricultural vehicles, cyclists and 
equestrian

Recognising the potential hazards on the roads and 
immediate environmental needs which extend beyond 
the person in a vehicle and wider road safety 
awareness.  All those using the roads must take action 
to ensure their mode of travel has followed appropriate 
safety measures or safety checks have been made, e.g., 
bicycle safety checks prior to travel and ensuring high 
visibility is displayed on the journey. 

2.  Safer Vehicles

Our outcomes:

! York and North Yorkshire residents understand the 
benefits of, and proactively choose, vehicles 
equipped with appropriate safety technology.

! Educated road users who understand the 
importance of vehicle safety, who service and 
maintain their vehicle regularly, who understand 
the roads and environment and make sure their 
vehicle is suitably equipped for the journey.

! More responsible business owners who equip their 
workforce with a safe and regularly checked fleet 
and ensure their staff are skilled in vehicle safety.

Target vehicles:

Fleets and people who drive for work

Employers can have a major role to play in improving 
safety on the roads through ensuring that their staff 
are properly prepared and motivated to drive and ride 
safely, and that they are using safe vehicles.

Safer Large Goods Vehicles

More than 10% of collisions involve Goods vehicles 
(third highest vehicles type). Improvements need to 
continue for the safety of Large Goods Vehicles to 
reduce collision involvement with vulnerable road 
users, predominantly cyclists and pedestrians, and 
with other vehicles as well.

Safer Motorcycles

Ensuring that motorcyclists are aware of the 
importance of well-equipped and maintained vehicles, 
particularly tyres, chains and breaks and that the use 
of safety features are utilised such as anti-lock brakes.  

Automated Vehicles

The development of vehicle technologies such as 
automated breaking systems, vehicles connected to 
highway infrastructure regulating speed and ultimately 
fully automated vehicles is expected to reduce the 
incidents of vehicle collisions. The development of 
safer vehicles has had a significant, positive impact on 
crash survivability. Whilst road user behaviour 
accounts for most collisions, the Safe System ethos 
identifies the need to make crashes survivable. 
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Partnership Governance

Responsibility for delivering the Safer Roads Strategy 
will be owned by the York and North Yorkshire Road 
Safety Partnership. However, this strategy aims to 
bring together the knowledge, expertise, and 
resources from wider partners to achieve efficient and 
effective results. 

Community support is key to the success of achieving 
our outcomes therefore, we will work with our local 
communities and volunteers to help with delivery of 
our priorities in making our community safer. 

WHO?

The York and North Yorkshire Road Safety Partnership 
brings together the key agencies who all have a 
shared interest in and responsibility for making our 
roads safer. The partnership includes:

! North Yorkshire Police

! North Yorkshire Fire and Rescue Service 

! Yorkshire Ambulance Service

! City of York Council 

! North Yorkshire County Council 

! National Highways 

! Office of the Police, Fire and Crime Commissioner 
for North Yorkshire

The Road Safety Partnership reports its progress to both 
the York and North Yorkshire Community Safety 
Partnerships, as well as each partner organisation 
having its own accountability and scrutiny 
arrangements.    

HOW?

The York and North Yorkshire Road Safety Partnership 
comprises of three meeting structures to deliver the 
Strategy. The Strategy Group sets the overall strategy 
and provides strategic direction to the Officer 
Working Group. The Officer Working Group develop 
and deliver the annual delivery plan against the 
strategy, targeting initiatives in accordance with local 
data, evidence, and intelligence. The Officer Working 
Group monitor the progress of the Action Plan and 
the Local Tasking Groups deliver local activities 
against the Action Plan.

Performance is monitored at the York and North 
Yorkshire Road Safety Partnership Strategy Group and 
Officer Working Groups.

The Partnership has several approaches which will 
be promoted at each governance level to help 
deliver initiatives under each of the pillars to 
achieve our outcomes:

! supporting more learning and training to 
improve and develop positive road user 
behaviours; 

! increasing road user awareness; and 

! further development of intelligence led 
enforcement.

In addition to the above we will work together to 
identify and evaluate new initiatives, including 
exploring best practice from other areas to ensure we 
continue to focus our efforts on our key priorities.  

As the Partnership delivers the Action Plan it will draw 
on both operational response and road safety activities 
through an internal capacity review and assessment of 
options focused on resource additionality delivered 
through the national police uplift with the associated 
vehicle assets.

A Partnership Service Level Agreement will set out the 
roles and responsibilities of each partner in delivering 
the Action Plan and achieving the strategy's outcomes.

York & North Yorkshire Road Safety Partnership
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Safer York
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Partnership

North Yorkshire
Community Safety
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York & North Yorkshire Road Safety Partnership
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Figure 5: Road Safety Partnership Governance Structure
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Measures of Success

In order for the Partnership to measure the impact of 
its delivery we will set annual indicators which 
demonstrate our success in achieving our strategic 
outcomes of Safer Road Users, Safer Vehicles, Safer 
Roads Post-Crash Response and  working towards 
Vision Zero.  These will be set within our Action Plan 
and monitored regularly.  

It is important that we revise and refresh our Action 
Plan annually as the road safety landscape is 
constantly changing and it is therefore acknowledged 
that our measures will need to continuously evolve. 

Following Action Plan implementation, the collision 
data, traffic speeds and feedback from the public and 
local stakeholders will be evaluated to determine the 
effectiveness of the interventions and strategy.

We will publish our Action Plan each year, setting out 
how we are achieving a reduction in fatalities and the 
number of those who are seriously injured on our 
roads.  We will also measure how we are improving 
the safety for all road users in York and North 
Yorkshire working towards our Vision Zero.  The 
diagram below sets out our strategic measures of 
success which will form the basis of how we will 
monitor our progress in delivering the Safer Roads 
Strategy.

Figure 7: Strategic Measures of Success

Due to the nature of road safety, there are delays 
between actions being taken and their effect on 
some outcomes being visible and measurable. We 
therefore recognise the need to identify a mixture of 
measures that can demonstrate both short-term and 
longer-term achievements. 

The annual Action Plan will be developed by the 
Officer Working Group and progress of delivery will 
be monitored regularly by the Strategy Group.  The 
Local Tasking Groups will deliver our evidenced-based 
interventions and report against the measures set. 
Individual partners will ensure that the concerns of 
local stakeholders and interest groups in their areas 
are incorporated into the reviews of the action plan. 
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Annex 1: Partnership Action Plan

Our Goal

Our goal is to work towards Vision Zero and the 
reduction of road collision fatalities and serious 
injuries. 

We believe that our goal will be achieved by 
coordinated and evidence-based education, 
engagement, engineering and enforcement activity, 
targeted at reducing the 'fatal five', which deliver 
against four strategic outcomes.

Our Outcomes

Our outcomes set out the change the partnership will 
help implement and are the building blocks that will 
achieve our Vision Zero.

Road Safety Partnership
York & North Yorkshire

Our Action Plan

Our Action Plan is formed around the four E's priority areas of action, each of which delivers across our 
four strategic outcomes of Safer Road Users, Safer Vehicles, Safer Roads and Post-Crash Response.

Our approach to address the fatal five is integrated within our Action Plan to influence the behaviour of 
road users which covers safer speed, use of protective equipment such as seatbelts, child restraint uses 
and helmets, driving carefully and considerately without alcohol and drugs, and being distraction free.

The Partnership will demonstrate leadership in its delivery, exploring the role for improvements in driver 
behaviour alongside developments in infrastructure design, vehicle safety and speed management as part 
of the Safe System.

Safer
road
users

Post-
crash

response

Safer
vehicles

Safer
roads

Education Engagement

Enforcement Engineering

Towards
Vision
Zero

nce ed -i bv ae s ed de  t  ra en si pd or no- so e

C

! More confident road users who 
understand and recognise risks, 
especially the  and fatal five
know the highway code and 
how to safely use roads and stay 
safer.

! Improved targeted, coordinated 
and evidence-based delivery of 
road safety awareness 
campaigns which reach out to 
York and North Yorkshire Road 
users and encourages posi�ve 
and safe behaviours.

! Skilled road users who choose to 
use an appropriate mode of 
travel, act safely and within the 
law and seek to improve road 
experiences for themselves and 
others.

! Delivery of road safety 
enforcement and percep�on of 
safety are improved which 
reduce the  behaviour. fatal five

! York and North Yorkshire 
residents understand the 
benefits of, and proac�vely 
choose, vehicles equipped with 
appropriate safety technology.

! Educated road users who 
understand the importance of 
vehicle safety, who service and 
maintain their vehicle regularly, 
who understand the roads and 
environment and make sure 
their vehicle is suitably 
equipped for the journey.

! More responsible business 
owners who equip their 
workforce with a safe and 
regularly checked fleet and 
ensure their staff are skilled in 
vehicle safety.

! Road engineering and signage 
that is appropriate to the road 
type and which reduces the risk 
of harm, assists road users to be 
confident on the roads and 
helps them to understand the 
risks.

! Reduc�on in traffic speed within 
the 20mph speed limit areas. 

! Reduc�on in criminal and an�-
social use of York and North 
Yorkshire road network in 
partnership with bordering 
agencies.

! Improved informa�on sharing 
with one partnership data 
repository to gather and analyse 
road safety data which directs 
ac�vi�es in high-risk hotspot 
loca�ons and is used to respond 
to road safety complaints and 
concerns.

! Coordinated and engaged 
Community Speed Watch 
Schemes and members who feel 
part of the wider Safer Roads 
Partnership delivery.

! Planning, designing and delivery 
of walking and cycling 
infrastructure is improved which 
assists in making ac�ve travel 
safer and more a�rac�ve.

! Enhanced coordinated 
partnership ac�vity that reduces 
the number of those killed and 
seriously injured on the roads of 
York and North Yorkshire, 
keeping communi�es safe as 
they travel across our road 
network.

! Ensure that all districts offer 
equally high standards of 
rescue, hospital care and long-
term rehabilita�on following a 
serious road collision.

! Understanding the causes of 
serious collisions to prevent or 
reduce their reoccurrence. 

! Ensuring that when there is a 
serious collision the response 
from emergency services 
ensures that the risk of further 
collisions is minimised.

Safer Road Users Safer Vehicles Safer Roads Post-crash Responce

! Deliver our road safety education interventions across different target groups to build knowledge and understanding of how to use roads 
safely and the impacts of dangerous and irresponsible driving, particularly the fatal five, and improve awareness of safe travel behaviours, 
particularly around speed limits (including 20mph limits), interaction with vulnerable road users (including emerging modes such as 
escooters and ebikes, use of seatbelts and safe use of phones.

! Deliver training programmes to educate drivers from all ages to choose the appropriate speed for the roads and conditions. 
! Provide evidence-based best practice interventions for young, male drivers in rural areas to reduce collisions on high-risk roads.
! Deliver education programmes for children across the City and County so that they achieve a minimum basic level of road safety awareness 

before and while they begin travelling independently.
! Explore opportunities for working with elderly and disability groups to promote safe travel and mobility using a range of transport types.
! Educate about the importance of vehicle maintenance and safety, particularly tyre and brake conditions.
! Use the output from collision investigation and learning along with knowledge of the devastating impact collisions have on victims and their 

family, to inform partnership communication and safety awareness campaigns to improve systematic information sharing and post collision 
learning.

! Promote campaigns to prevent collisions on our roads such as BikeSafe, ROADWISE and to highlight the dangers of close passing of cyclists.
! Publicise results of vehicles exceeding speed limits recorded by the Safety Camera Van and the criminal justice outcomes of fatal and life-

changing or life-threatening collisions that proceed to prosecution through partners' media channels.
! Work with wider partners to promote bicycle safety across all areas and deliver motorcycle safety including Biker Down and Bike Safe 

training initiatives.
! Ensure our partner agencies have the necessary competencies and knowledge to deliver road safety interventions in a professional manner 

and to a high standard. 
! Work with commercial fleet operators, and the business community to promote good practice in work related road safety, including 

support for Driving for Better Business.
! Given that there are high numbers of serious injuries in rural areas, take action to develop guidelines to promote best practice in speed 

education measures and supporting area-wide safety management. 
! Review and assess the police CRASH system of road traffic collision recording, to determine if through integration with existing core 

recording systems it will improve quality assurance monitoring of road traffic collision data. 

Education

! Work to enable more communities to access Community Speed Watch to improve their feeling of safety and confidence out and about in 
their area.

! Promote the Speed Management Protocol to enable speeding concerns to be addressed in a coordinated approach to deliver the most 
appropriate interventions.

! Work with communities and partners to identify those most at risk and work collaboratively to deliver interventions tailored to meet local 
priorities through shared information, ideas, and opinions.  

! Publicise outcomes of road safety and enforcement operations such as Operation Spartan cases and of incidents involving excessive or 
inappropriate speed recorded by the Safety Camera Van for education and engagement purposes.

! Work to improve engagement of professional drivers in vulnerable road users training. 
! Engage with commercial operators and the business community to promote tyre safety and vehicle check campaigns.
! Enhance partnership engagement with those vulnerable road users who are most at risk of being killed or seriously injured in a collision.
! Work with partner to explore options for extending support for victims of road crimes, and victims of road collisions where no crime has 

been charged. 
! Close liaison between road authorities and the health sector to assess and implement practical responses following those killed or seriously 

injured in a collision. 
! Ensure appropriate measures are in place to support those who have been impacted by any KSI collisions with after care approach to 

specific communities or groups.

Engagement
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Contacts

For more information on Road Safety or for any 
queries, please contact: 

www.roadwise.co.uk

road.safety@northyorks.gov.uk

road.safety@york.gov.uk 

Road Safety and Active Travel
County Hall, Racecourse Lane,
Northallerton.
DL7 8AH
01609 780780,
www.northyorks.gov.uk 
road.safety@northyorks.gov.uk 

City of York Council Sustainable Transport Service 
West Offices, Station Rise, York.
YO1 6GA
01904 555579 
www.york.gov.uk

facebook.com
cityofyork @CityofYork

Road Safety Partnership
York & North Yorkshire⁸ ISA is a vehicle safety technology that will be a mandatory fitment in all new model cars in the EU and UK from 2022 and will be 

required on all new build of exis�ng models from 2024. It uses a sign-recogni�on video camera and a GPS-linked speed limit database 
to help drivers keep to the current speed limit. Such a system will limit engine power when necessary to help prevent the driver from 
exceeding the current speed limit. The system can be overridden, or temporarily switched off. As well as improving road safety, 
reducing emissions and saving fuel, the system can help drivers avoid speeding fines. 

Enforcement

! Identify the most high-risk drivers and riders and use targeted enforcement activity focussed on high–risk offenders to reduce the 
reoffending cycle. 

! Use high-visibility patrols, seemingly randomised deployments (location and time), to maximise coverage to those roads evidenced as the 
highest risk areas across York and North Yorkshire to amplify the deterrent effect. 

! Optimise the use of speed cameras and mobile speed enforcement technology in areas of higher risk and/or community concern, including 
20mph limit areas where appropriate.

! Continue to focus on road Camera Enforcement operations against the fatal five to monitor and enforce speed limits and irresponsible 
behaviour such as use of mobile phones.

! Deliver speed awareness courses to every first-time offender to ensure those committing offences learn how to be safer, better road users.
! Undertake more specialist enforcement campaigns around the fatal five, particularly taking a zero-tolerance approach to drink and drug 

driving through campaigns such as Op Attention, and related offences, such as uninsured or unlicensed vehicles. 
! Expand and randomise unpredictable technical roadside checks against drink driving and allow random breath testing and police use of 

mobile evidential breath testing equipment.
! Work collaboratively through road operations such as Operation Spartan to deliver education to those vulnerable road users who act in a 

dangerous and/or irresponsible manner.
! Work with bordering Police forces and other key stakeholders to tackle cross border criminality on York and North Yorkshire Roads.
! Investigate all fatal collisions, and closely monitor all KSI collisions and maintain a list of high-risk routes and sites of concern to make 

informed decisions on contributory factors and provide appropriate remedial action.
! Improve justice and care for victims of traffic collisions and signpost victims of collisions to the most appropriate restorative justice and 

post-collision support services.

Engineering

! Adopt System based approach to address safer roads e.g., through engagement with local District plans around new developments and 
walking and cycling infrastructure plans.

! Work to redesign streets to encourage lower speeds as part of Healthy Streets programmes and to enable safe environment for people to 
walk, cycle, ride, and drive, whilst considering our most vulnerable road users. Ensure enabling features of the street, such as the width of 
the carriageway, the use of street lighting and clear road signs, including Vehicle Activated Signs. 

! Provide information to inform people about the types of road challenges and the types of behaviours that are appropriate to encourage 
road users to adapt their behaviour accordingly.

! Ensure road safety interventions designs provide safer road measures and meet community needs and meet best national standards.
! Routinely analyse vehicle risks in causes of collisions and feedback findings to national, regional, and local recording bodies to ensure 

information is considered as part of future engineering of vehicle safety.
! Access funds to improve infrastructure which is compliant with the road safety directives. 
! Consider the Post-collision/crash care which is designed to facilitate a faster and effective emergency response from rescue and hospital 

care services following the road collision.
! Encourage use of vehicle safety technology, and train new and existing drivers and riders in how to use new vehicle safety features, the new 

technologies as well as semi and fully automated driving.
! Promote technologies and enabling necessary conditions for the functioning of automotive Intelligent Speed system (ISA) (Where 

applicable) and adopting of safety technology.
! Maximise the use of innovative technologies which contribute to enhanced road safety.
! Promote use of telematics and black box technology used to monitor driver behaviour.

http://www.roadwise.co.uk
http://road.safety@northyorks.gov.uk
mailto:road.safety@york.gov.uk
http://www.northyorks.gov.uk
http://road.safety@northyorks.gov.uk
http://www.york.gov.uk
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